We were able to apply our estimates for the case ψ(u) = u 2 (^-arbitrary) to classical Fourier transform inequalities of Hardy and Little wood. The main problem of this paper is to determine whether or not one can obtain the same types of upper and lower estimates for the functions ψ(u) = u p , p > 1. We have, in fact, obtained such estimates for a class of functions ψ containing the class ψ(u) -u p . We are 347 able to prove [see Theorem 2.12 and Corollary 2.18 of this paper] that there exist p, q > 1 such that
In proving our estimates, we use as a major tool Lemma 2.4 which contains the following inequality:
All the functions /, #, which appear in this paper will be nonnegative, Lebesgue measurable functions for which | {x:f(x) > y} \ < oo for every y > 0. By the statement f(x) == g(x) we mean that \{x:f(x) Φ g{x)} I = 0. I* Preliminaries* The idea of considering the decreasing rearrangement /* and symmetrically decreasing rearrangement / of a function / for finding sharp inequalities of convolution transforms was first noticed by Hardy, Littlewood and Pόlya [1, Chapter X], Since all our estimates are in terms of /* and /, we shall start by defining these concepts. DEFINITION In a similar manner, we can discuss the decreasing rearrangement of a sequence of nonnegative numbers a l9 α 2 , •• ,α n . That is, we rearrange this sequence into a decreasing sequence. The new sequence is denoted by αf, α*, •••, α*. This sequence is characterized by the following two properties: 
for all functions / such that m(/, y) < co for y > 0. A nonnegative sequence (μ^lZ is said to be symmetrically decreasing if a Q^1 a ι -α_! ^ ^ α w = α_ w ^ . It is well-known [1, Theorom 375, p. 273] that the convolution of symmetrically decreasing sequences is again a symmetrically decreasing sequence. The previous statement also holds if the term "sequence" is replaced with the term "function". The function h n {x) -g^g 2 * * g n (%) is a symmetrically decreasing function. Let (α*), φi) and (c^) be given symmetrically decreasing sequences. If a nonnegative sequence (α*) can be rearranged to equal (α*) termfor-term, then we write (α, ) ^ (α^).
Pόlya [2] 
Here, K depends on u and gf, gt , gt.
If we set R n (oή = d/(d(x)){x \ dv(v n~2
(gf* -gf) -(g** -g*)), then
JίC by combining Theorem A with Theorem B we see that there exists a constant K (l/^" 1 <^ K ^ 1) such that
Ul2 h n {x)d{x) = κ\ U d(x)R n (x) .
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In general, the right side of (1.8) (our estimate) is easier than the left side to determine. For example, take g*(x) -l/x Xi , with 0 < λ 4 < 1. Thus, we see that R n {x) plays an important role in the solution of (1.7). In the next lemma, we state some important properties of this function. LEMMA 1.9.
// t n~2 (g** -gf) ... (g** -g*)eL(a, «>) for each a > 0, then the function R n (x) has the following properties:
4 The case n = 2 appears in the cited reference; however, the general case is easily derivable from it. 5 One of the properties of R n {x) is that
Jo II* Two-sided estimates* As has been stated earlier, our main problem here is to show that there is a constant K > 0 such that
where ^?, * ,^ί are preassingned decreasing functions and the supremum is taken over all fίs such that/* ~ gf. We obtain this result for ψ's that are a proper subclass of the convex functions (see Definition 2.7) Let us begin by developing properties of this class of ^'s. where | 2?| ^ t6. Therefore,
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Hence,
Thus by (1.4),~ψ
We shall henceforth use the symbol || || p to mean the pth norm over LAO, °°). 
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We also have that 
